
Why Men Pull Away Review Reveals A New Training Course By Meet Your Sweet

Summary: ConquerHisHeart.com releases a review of Why Men Pull Away, a home training course for  
women by Slade Shaw, Mirabelle Summers, and the team at Meet Your Sweet intended to help women 
understand how men really think, and why they pull away without explanation.

"Why Men Pull Away, is a new program that was created to answer many of the big questions women 
have about why men act the way that they do in relationships," reports ConquerHisHeart.com's Sean 
Roman. "Women are often blind sided when the men they love begin to retreat emotionally, often 
bringing about the untimely end to relationships that once seemed strong. The Why Men Pull Away 
program was created to explain the reasons why this happens, so that it can be stopped."

Why Men Pull Away was created by a collaboration of respected dating and relationship experts from 
Meet Your Sweet including Slade Shaw, Mirabelle Summers, Amy Waterman, and Andrew Rusbatch. 
The program which is available online as a digital download, focuses on answering the question of why 
men pull away and providing a step by step plan for quickly transforming and improving their 
relationships.

Sean Roman offers this description of the course content in his Why Men Pull Away review:

"The program empowers it's readers by explaining why the men in their life are “pulling away” from 
them, and the truth is that men pull away for all sorts of reasons," says Roman. "Rather than offering a 
simplistic explanation, the authors have dug deeply into this topic to expose the root causes. Then, 
readers are given a bounty of new ways that they can think about, talk to, and relate with their men, to 
stop them from pulling away and instead draw them closer."

In addition to the main e-book the Why Men Pull Away program comes with two bonus modules, one 
teaching communication secrets, and another providing expert insights on reigniting and maintaining 
long term relationships. Both audio modules are accompanied by full written transcripts, and there is 
also audio content presenting "Interviews With Men" which provides further enlightenment on the male 
perspective on relationships. 

"I was excited to review this program for my readers because this is exactly the sort of material our 
demographic is starving for," says Roman. "Women are sick of trying to figure out what a guy is 
thinking, how he really feels, and waiting around to get him to commit to the relationship. They want 
true intimacy, emotional connection, devotion and answers to these questions that keep them up at 
night!"

Those wishing to gain access to the Why Men Pull Away program, or for further information, 
click here.

Sean Roman provides reviews of popular dating guides for women on his website 
ConquerHisHeart.com. Those interested can read Roman's Why Men Pull Away at the following web 
address: http://www.conquerhisheart.com/why-men-pull-away-program-review/
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